UNIFORM POLICY

At Auburn North we are extremely proud of our students and the school. Wearing school uniform every day fosters pride in the school and assists in the development of positive self-esteem and a sense of belonging. Wearing school uniform encourages good conduct in our students whilst at school and when travelling to and from school.

**GIRLS UNIFORM**

**Summer**
- Blue and white check dress
- Plain white socks or stockings (no pictures or logos)
- Flat black shoes
- Optional – white hijab

**Winter**
- Blue school tracksuit (with school crest) and white skivvy
  OR
- Blue and white checked dress and navy blue stockings
- Flat black shoes
- Optional – white hijab

**Sports**
- Blue skirt
- Red sports polo shirt with school crest
- Running shoes

**BOYS UNIFORM**

**Summer**
- Blue shirt and grey shorts
- Plain grey socks (no pictures or logos)
- Black shoes

**Winter**
- Long sleeve blue shirt and grey trousers
- Blue school tracksuit (with school crest)
- Blue skivvy

**Sport**
- Blue shorts
- Red sports polo shirt with school crest
- Running shoes

NB- the top half of the school tracksuit (with school crest) may be used as a jumper in summer and winter.

In the interests of health, **children are required to wear a hat** when playing in the playground, participating in sport or on a school excursion. School hats can be purchased from the school office.

For safety reasons jewellery is to be kept to a minimum. Girls may wear stud earrings only. Boys and girls may wear a watch.

All parts of the school uniform must be labelled with the child’s full name so that lost items may be returned.

For more information about our uniform or to view the school uniform visit our school web site on www. auburnnth-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au